FOR SEVENTH YEAR, GAYS ENTERTAIN HOSPITALIZED VETERANS AT VA CENTER

The Gay Show of star performers entertained the Veterans who are hospitalized at the USVA Medical Center (Ft. Miley) in San Francisco once again and this time to the largest crowd in history, as all the show was televised live and in full color in all of the patient units in the hospital.

Mrs. Peggy Lucas and Leslie of the Volunteer and Recreation units respectively, invited the gay troupe which has performed at this busy installation to perform once again.

This year, as four previous times, famed entertainer Kimo Cochran directed and emceed a dazzling array of talent and this year all of it was live for the first time. In the past, mine was allowed, but not this year.

The performers consisted of both gay and straight, as Kimo combined the best of both to give all who watched one of the finest evenings of entertainment they have seen in many a year.

The "Dance of the Pacific" provided the many fine dancers and south seas music makers. They were so fantastic that the audience kept applauding for more and more. The dancers were directed by Rick Smith of Walnut Creek. The group competed this year in Tahiti in the Tahitian Festival of Dance and out of 134 groups, they finished in 2nd place, which is amazing considering that almost all are not natives of the south seas.

Steve Miller and Mike Daly of the Pines dazzled and caused the crowd belly laughs galore with their wild comedy routine.

The "Boyfriend" troupe from the (continued on page 11)
VIOLENCE IN THE HAILSTORM

The area of Fredericks and Walker, has been reported that young persons of the age 15-17, about 8 of them, have been involved in violent episodes. A call to the Office of Chief Gay, by this paper has shown that Gay gave no information about the beating of gays in the Haight. Gay did not want to be interviewed. Most of the fights took place and around the Audubon Market.

VIOLENCE IN THE CASTRO

A car with the plate number 856 CPS, a dark blue van, has been repeatedly going through the Castro District. Police report that they have received reports of fighting, etc., and dispatching officers, at gay bars, etc, in this district.

MINT HILL - LOWER HILL

Is in conflict with violence against gay youths and has tried to stop any action of this kind of violence against gays.

MAYOR DIANNE FEINSTEIN WANTS NO ONE GETTING INTO THE UNIONS

According to the Office of Chief Gay, Mayor Diane Feinstein has ordered the SFPD to pick up all gay youths who fit the description.

The SFPD has failed to take any steps against the action against gay youths, as described by the gay youths.

GAY RIGHTS LAW INTRODUCED

ANTIGAY EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION BILL, CB 18, has been introduced by State Senator David Roberti!

SFPD has been introduced by the gay legislature from Hollywood, State Senator Roberti. This legislation, similar to that introduced by John Van Aken when he was in the Assembly that it was defeated, will end discrimination based upon sexual orientation in housing and in employment, statewide. In San Francisco, we have such legislation already, which was authored by the late Supervisor Harvey Milk. But the rest of the state's homosexual community is unprotected and has no legislation to protect them.

A call to the Office of Chief Gay, by this paper has come. The SFPD has failed to act according to Amendment Leadership. Gay rights, being complicated and tied gay rights into rights for pregnant females. Most gays are rallying behind Roberti's SB 18, as it is clear and simple, and can be passed for easier than the Agios legislation. Roberti said that this "will end second class treatment" of homosexuals once and for all legally. This measure is supported by this paper.
Gay Republican Club is OUSTED

The first gay Republican Club, in all of the United States, has been ousted by the Republican County Central Committee of San Francisco.

The Gay Republican Club of San Francisco has been ousted by the County Committee in a letter signed by Chair John Johann, for their having supported the very pro-gay rights candidate in the 18th Assembly District, Dr. Harry Jackson.

The Republican Club has always placed gay rights above the Republican Party principles which the Club, at its time of application, stated would always be first. The County Committee members whom the paper described as a "bunch of creeps and old middle-class fossils" for the most part, and also a couple of suspected CIA agents took the action at the request of the members of radical right wing groups in the County Committee’s other organization, such as Terrence Fain, Max Woods, and others too numerous to mention. Some members of the third gay Republican Club ever, the CRIR (Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights) too a more active role in ousting the Teddy Club.

CRIR, 250 Fourth Street. For that was the day that two friends and the editor of the SF Daily Planet went down to the 25th Fourth Street. For that was the day that two friends and the editor of the SF Daily Planet went down to the 25th Fourth Street. They were met at the scene by the editor of this paper, and then the staff of the City VD Clinic. For that was the day that two friends and the editor of the SF Daily Planet went down to the 25th Fourth Street. They were met at the scene by the editor of this paper, and then the staff of the City VD Clinic.

The Teddy Club has made a very strong effort to disband, legitimate documents was given to the custody of the Gay Voters League, and is no longer a Republican.

As of this date, no local Republican official will allow himself or herself to be quoted as stating what was done by the County Committee. But in January a new County Chair will be elected and it is possible that the Teddy Club may regain its official recognition. In the meantime, the Teddy Club has officially disbanded, but legal documents has been given to the custody of the Gay Voters League.
The above letter is for all those in the gay community who came to the auction at KIMO’S to raise funds for "Christmas in Hawaii" on December 17, 1977. I would also like to thank you for the gifts distributed to our patients. We are grateful for your thoughtfulness and generosity.

This type of activity provides our veteran patients with many happy moments, so that we offer our appreciation and wish you a happy holiday season.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

LAVANDO Y. FINFIFTH, M.D.
Medical Center Director

---

The above letter is for all those in the gay community who came to the auction at KIMO’S to raise funds for the Christmas Show at the St. Mary’s Hospital Medical Center, and to all those who worked so hard to put the show together and to all those who performed. Even the letter is addressed to myself, it is for ALL OF YOU WONDERFUL CHRISTIAN gays who worked so hard. The above letter is the great, amazing story of the gay bars of Richmond. JUMBO’s which is right at Washington and Park Place, tree lined main street, has the greatest found anywhere in all of northern California. Sure, it is not one of your most beautiful places, but we weren’t too impressed by any of the plumbing or any of the expansion. Our deep appreciation and love for all of you. JUMBO’s is of the Catholic Church.

Richmond is separated from Point Richmond because of hills, the bay, and huge stretches of railroad yards. So, that is why when you visit you think you are in an entirely different city. The Point Richmond Bridge is reached by air, by going north on the AC Transit bus or train. Richmond Bridge to the north in the most wonderful city just as you visit, you think you are in a completely different city. Richmond, God bless and remember you always.

---

On December 15th, seven members of the San Francisco Police Department pleaded guilty to "blackmail," after a federal grand jury indicted them and a federal grand jury in Richmond, on extortion and conspiracy charges.

The reason why Michael Caringi no longer lives in San Francisco today. For if he did, his life could well be in danger due to the vengeful nature of his former colleagues. The seven, as well as Captain Curran, were indicted on extortion charges in the early to mid-1970s, and were tried in 1977. Michael Caringi and his former colleagues were tried in 1977, and were found guilty of extortion and conspiracy charges. The reason why Captain Curran was not indicted was that he had already retired.

Michael Caringi was one of the seven who were indicted. He had pleaded "not guilty" to the charges, and was tried in 1977. The jury found him guilty of extortion and conspiracy charges. He faces a maximum sentence of up to 15 years in prison, and a fine of up to $250,000.

The seven members of the San Francisco Police Department, along with Captain Curran, were indicted on extortion and conspiracy charges in the early to mid-1970s. The indictment was based on the_Null_of_expiration_null

---

To the Gay Community

7 COPS GUILTY of BLACKMAIL

SEVEN SAN FRANCISCO COPS PLEA "GUILTY" TO BLACKMAIL IN ORDER TO AVOID FELONY CONVICTION.... CRIMES ALL INVOLVE GAYS BARS....CHIEF GAIN HAS NOTHING TO SAY..... AS USUAL!
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RIMO is throwing a
Melè Kalikimaka (Merry Christmas) Party
FRIDAY - December 22 - 8 PM

* Miss Santa Claus
* Drawings every hour
* Free Orchids
* Empress candidates
* Prizes
* Hawaiian Pu Pu's
* Special Guests

San Francisco Crusader
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From RELAX! THIS BOOK IS ONLY A PHASE YOU'RE GOING THROUGH (Gay Cartoons from Christopher Street) by Charles Ortlieb and Richard Fiela, St. Martin's Press, 1978.
That evening, there was a show at the SF Veterans Administration Medical Center, Ft. Miley Hospital, and everyone did a real good show and...
Hey kids, let me take time to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year.

Grove Street, Gay Center, and there will be a special Club at 222 Hyde Street on Hyde at Turk. There will be food and drink, and see me, RONETTA FATS or TENDERLOINS TCS! We will all be there — same day, remember? RON, the Cowboy H! and see me, RONETTA FATS or TENDERLOINS TCS! We will all be there — same day, remember?

Googies last Saturday nite and they raised over a hundred dollars, a job well done.

"PUT A LITTLE SPICE IN YOUR LIFE for '79"!...it sure will be a hot hot year!!!!!!!

The Grand Duke, Fred, of SF, will have his household dinner and show at Gordon's on the 24th at 2 PM. Ill see you there kids.
The CAOeTS SERVICE
YOU'VE NEVER WRANGLER AS \nCURB \nSEEN HIM \nalso SAN FRANCISCO PFERIERE \nOPEN 10 A.M. - 2 P.M. \nMASON STREET \nFRANZ ROBB \nLOVE ACTS \n\nSAN FRANCISCO'S \nLARGEST \nALL-MALE \nCINEMA \n\nJack Wrangler \n“SEA CADETS” also \n“CURB SERVICE” WRANGLER AS \nYOU’VE NEVER SEEN HIM

The SPARTAN \nSan Francisco Premiere \nSANTA FE \nLIVE SHOWS DAILY

150 Mason Street \nOpen 10 A.M. - 2 A.M. \nLOVE ACTS

12-21-78 GOOBIES 8p.m. \n12-23-78 222 CLUB 8p.m. \n12-28-78 FEBO'S (SHOW) 8p.m. \n12-29-78 STAR LIGHT SHOW 8p.m. \n1-5-79 SOUND OF MUSIC (SHOW) 8p.m.

1-6-79 PLEASE VOTE 79 \nat THE NEW BELL SALOON

HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

CANDIDATE FOR MISS GAY \nSAN FRANCISCO 1979

12-21-78 GOOBIES 8p.m. \n12-23-78 222 CLUB 8p.m. \n12-28-78 FEBO'S (SHOW) 8p.m. \n12-29-78 STAR LIGHT SHOW 8p.m. \n1-5-79 SOUND OF MUSIC (SHOW) 8p.m.

BIZARRE DRUG DEATH

DRUG OVERDOSE KILLS 23 YEAR OLD YOUTH IN CITY OR SAN MATEO \nFriday, December 23 \nA 23 year old male body was found \nwrapped in plastic bags in the Fesca Garden Apt. Hotel in the City of San \nMateo. \n\nThe District Attorney will not identify as yet, to the press. \n\nThe SMPD has been questioning the model as to why he went to move a \ndead body, and why he didn't report it in the City of San Mateo when he \ndid.

The last murder victim found in San Mateo \nCOUNTY was Tom Goodmason \nAnother night of 26, whose \nshooting he got a call in a room \nSan Francisco's Largest \nAll-Male Cinema

Robb's \nMOVING & HAULING \nOpen 10 A.M. - 2 A.M. \nFree Coffee
Thank you to DIRTY DICK for the award as best columnist of the year for goings-on. You are such a sweet pile of turkeys it's a wonder I can write this!

WILLIE of her own hallowed pleasure PLEASURE PALACE on Turk Street is having a mysterious affair with TF at the Audubon Ballroom...very interesting...I would be happy to "mother" WILLIE if he would let me.

Have you been into CITY BOOKS at 50a Turk Street...I saw Lady PAT in there paddling about...Does she own that one too? Such a smut queen!!!

rem sweet heart and truly loyal to that sexpot owner up there!

Big BOB Charlot is the BIG MAN now at OIL CAN HARRY'S! Happy kind man. He now drives evenings for VETERANS CAB.

that instant printing shop...do drop in and take a peek...oh yes, GARY, KENT BROWN who used to work there...at long last??? And we hear he for ya BOB! But we do miss your old mana^r RALPH...he was such a...

...that "chain-owned bar" in this paper.